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Helping GE Healthcare 

deliver a platform for better
patient outcomes
The challenge
GE Healthcare was looking for a repeatable
and scalable way to easily and consistently
manage hundreds of K8s clusters across
cloud and its on-premises data center, while
minimizing upgrade downtime, risk and
operational effort.

“ Within four hours we had updated
all 100 clusters including rebuilding
the EC2 instances and applications,
without any downtime. That was…

The solution

amazing! In all my years in the

Palette’s always-on declarative management
covers both K8s infrastructure and apps. 



This enables GE Healthcare’s teams to model

industry, I’ve not seen an upgrade
without any downtime. It was a
major win for us.”



project-specific K8s stacks and manage them
across the full stack and lifecycle, in any

Sri Erra 

environment and at scale, with minimum risk

Sr. Director, Cloud Engineering 

and time-to-market for critical updates.

GE Healthcare

Why GE Healthcare chose Palette
Consistent, repeatable always-on management with self-healing across every
layer of each stack using Palette’s Cluster Profiles
Distributed architecture enabling simultaneous rolling upgrades across
environments with zero downtime
Out-of-the-box, easy integration with GitOps and Terraform workflows.
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A critical infrastructure for modern healthcare
Each cluster reflects a curated and purposelydesigned stack to address the various
requirements of every application, which means
additional packs and ecosystem integrations
beyond the K8s distribution and Operating
System.

Edison is GE Healthcare’s intelligence platform,
powering an ecosystem of next-gen applications
that aim to drive better patient outcomes and
increase access to care. 


Edison’s infrastructure comprises hundreds of K8s
clusters, split across AWS EKS and GE Healthcare’s
VMware-based on-premises data center.

The outcome: less effort and risk, better time-to-market
Using Palette’s Cluster Profiles, the GE Healthcare
team can now model not only the K8s
infrastructure but also any pack — such as
monitoring, logging, service mesh and other app
components — and deploy and manage across
any environment in a repeatable, consistent way. 



rolling upgrades can be applied in parallel
across all K8s clusters, significantly enhancing
the time-to-market for new application
releases or critical security patches, resulting
in a more resilient and hardened platform. 


Finally, thanks to seamless integration with
Terraform, Palette works with the tools the
team already had in place. With Palette, GE
Healthcare’s team can easily manage their
K8s environment and scale across any
location with confidence.

Thanks to automatic pre-deployment testing for
compatibility and post-deployment two-minute
reconciliation loops and self-healing, Edison’s K8s
clusters experience zero drift and downtime
across the lifecycle. In addition, with Palette’s
unique decentralized architecture,
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Visit spectrocloud.com to get
instant access to Palette or
book a one-to-one demo with
a Palette expert.

